UpTurnships Coaching
In this document, you will find the approach to which UpTurnships’ volunteers coach
our students and UpTurns both in the application process & in our program. Each
volunteer plays a vital role in making our program successful and what brings our
students to the next level in their development and career.

Working with an UpTurn as a Coach
Each UpTurn will be at a different point in their career pathway, that is why they joined
UpTurnships to learn, grow, and gain valuable experience. UpTurnships provides online
learning management and training as outlined in our curriculum calendar. Each
training is designed to build to the next training. We never expect an UpTurn will have
the skills or knowledge before we train them on a topic. However, many UpTurns will be
far more advanced in some areas than others. That is where you come in!
Your role as a coach is focused on providing that individual support to students to help
them grow and develop based on their specific needs. You also help the students stay
focused on what they can get out of this experience both now and beyond our program.
That is why we call coaching at UpTurnships our secret sauce
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Best Practices for Coaching
Listening is the best way to help coach an UpTurn. As coaches, you are helping them by
being a sounding board to help guide them as they are undertaking both their
internship/project and their training.
Asking good questions is an important way to help uncover what is going on with an
UpTurn and to help guide them. When asking questions, use open ended questions or
statements rather than questions that elicit a yes/no response. Here are some key tips
for asking good questions:
❖ Ask Broad Questions - “Tell me more about that situation”, “How did you
respond?”, “What was going through your mind during this scenario?”
❖ Look at Multiple Angles - “What led up to this?”, “What is the best/worst possible
outcome?”, “What do you think the other person’s point of view might be?”
❖ Be okay with silence - sometimes waiting for the UpTurn to elaborate can be
important as you develop your relationship.
Value differences in both your fellow coaches and your UpTurns. Everyone is coming
from their own personal viewpoint, cultural background, and set of lived experiences.
When working with UpTurns it is important to ask questions and listen to try and
understand where they are coming from and how they see situations. As professionals,
you have a vast knowledge of the workplace and how to navigate the professional world.
However, that will not be the same experience for everyone else. Our UpTurns will have
their own experiences and it is important to validate those and not assume we know
how they feel about a topic. Our Unconscious Bias training goes over these themes in a
lot more depth and is required for being a coach with UpTurns.
Be student centered. We are all here to make sure our students are successful during
our application process, our program program and beyond. In order to do that, focus
conversations and support on what they determine they need and what they have
capacity to do. It is important to think about framing when offering advice, perspective,
and feedback. This often looks like letting the student guide the conversation by
guiding them to their own answers rather than giving them exactly what you would do.
Co-creating the next steps and how to navigate a situation are vital to making sure the
students are learning and developing within their own identity.
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Hold students accountable to what they have said they will do. One of the most
important things a coach can do is help UpTurns set realistic goals and expectations
and then meet those consistently. A coach can support students by creating next steps
with clear action items and deadlines. Then check-in with them to see their progress.
When UpTurns have not completed something or on time, asking questions about why
and helping uncover the reasons will help find solutions to prevent this in the future. It
can also be valuable to explain the impact of not doing something to show the UpTurn
other perspectives. The main goal is to help students become clear on setting
goals/next steps for themselves that are realistic and following through.

Development Areas for UpTurns
We focus on four main areas of development in our programming. The curriculum, the
online training, the guest speakers, and the UpTurns work experience all contribute to
growth in these areas for UpTurns. Each of these domain areas is focused on at different
points over the summer. As we mentioned before, each student will be at a different
point in these areas and some might be at a beginner level and some might be
advanced. Your coaching will add to their development alongside the training
UpTurnships provides.
Confidence in Skills & Self
One of the main areas coaches are helping develop UpTurns is in building their
confidence in their skills and self. Many of our UpTurns will have high confidence and
high skills, others will be learning things for the first time, and some might have
amazing skills but lower confidence. There also is a chance an UpTurn is overly
confident in an area they still need to develop. Being a part of our program and gaining
the knowledge and practical work experience will vastly impact UpTurns in this area.
What does coaching look like for confidence?
● Interview & Resume Coach - Practicing skills with students including interview
questions or crafting an important email
● All Coaches - Providing positive and constructive feedback
● All Coaches - Modeling how UpTurns interact with their colleagues/supervisors
● All Coaches - Reminding UpTurns of all the skills they do have and the value they
bring every day
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UpTurnships training(s) that will contribute to confidence:
● Understanding Yourself - Strengthsfinder & Your Work Values
● Managing Multiple Priorities & Self-Care
● Conflict Resolution
● Teamwork & Leadership
● Practicing skills learned in training at their internship/project
● Practical work experience at their internship/project
● Mock Interviews & Speed Networking with Professionals
● Motivational Speakers & Alumni Panels
Career Pathways
Many of our UpTurns will know exactly what they want to do next, some of them will
have a major but not sure exactly what job they want, and others are still figuring out
the area they are interested in. That is where our career planning curriculum provides
UpTurns with the opportunities to explore their career pathway and make specific
moves towards determining their career post-graduation. The UpTurns will also use this
experience to potentially confirm their career interest or know what they do not want to
do, both of which are extremely valuable for our students.
What does coaching look like for career pathways?
● Program Coaches - Discussing the student’s major/job interests with UpTurn
● Program Coaches - Connecting students with people to informational interviews
● Program Coaches - Looking up job descriptions with UpTurn
● Interview & Resume Coaches - Develop a strong resume that exhibits an UpTurns’
strengths in their intended career
● Panelists - Provide insights into specific career pathways & journeys to open
UpTurns to new possibilities
Here are the specific training(s) that will contribute to career pathways:
● Career Assessments
● Understanding Work Values & Workplace culture
● Networking with Professionals
● Work Experience at their Internship/Project
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Increasing Employability
We want our UpTurns to be the best employees at their respective organization both
during their internship and at their first full-time job. Many of our UpTurns will have had
jobs previously and already have strong interpersonal relationship skills. Other UpTurns
might be still learning what are standard practices for a working environment (and
adjusting to what that means remotely. Our goal is to help students balance what they
already know, their personal values, and learning the norms to make them stand out
with their supervisors and internship organizations.
What does coaching look like for increasing employability?
● All Coaches - Providing feedback on UpTurns communication skills
● Interview & Resume Coaches - Practice interview skills & interview etiquette
● Program Coaches - Reflecting on their relationship with their supervisor &
coworkers
● All Coaches - Drawing on their own experiences to boost their confidence
● Panelists - Provide insights into the hiring process & advice for getting the job
UpTurnships training(s) that contribute to increasing employability:
● Communicating Proactively & Consistently
● Work Experience with Internship/Project
● Interview/Resume Coaching
● Preparing for Interviews
● Learning their own workstyle/values
● Teamwork and Leadership skill development
Ability to Secure a Full-Time Job
Our ultimate goal for students is for them to secure a well-paying job within their
industry. Our program is designed to build towards this goal with every part of what we
do. For some of our students, they will have their eyes on the prize and be taking clear
steps towards securing a job. For others, they might be still learning what steps they
need to take in order to secure that full time job. Either way, our goal is to make sure
they have the knowledge, skills, and mindset to secure a job. We will not be able to
guarantee in our short time with students that they will have a job once completing our
program. However, we are laying the foundation and providing a robust program to get
them ready to find a job in their career field.
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What does coaching look like for securing a full-time job?*
● Program Coaches - Helping students look up job descriptions or jobs to apply to
● Interview & Resume Coaches - Practicing Interview Skills
● Program Coaches - Looking up companies they might want to work for one day
● All Coaches - Discussing their major or interests and what jobs could be a good fit
● All Coaches - Updating their resume for an upcoming job application
UpTurnships training(s) that contribute to securing a full-time job:
● Mock Interviews
● Learning from Human Resource Professionals
● Learning how to talk about your strengths
● Updating LinkedIn
● Career Pathways & Assessments Sessions
● Networking Skills
● Updating their resume for each job
● Building their resume through their work experience
*It is important to note that it is not the responsibility of a coach to make sure a student
gets a full-time job
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